[Principle of reorganizing the functional interrelations of brain structures in action on the dopamine system of dogs].
In dogs, the influence of chronic administration of the agonist (L-DOPA) and antagonist (haloperidol) of central dopamine processes on functional interrelations of the brain structures was studied by dynamics of evoked potentials. Cortical-subcortical relations during formation of a motor habit are described in intact animals: basic functional regimes of central integration are singled out--sensory and motor one. Change of their equilibrium is the general principle of systemic reconstructions elicited by differently directed interferences in dopamine processes. Against the background of chronic administration of haloperidol, a sensory-motor imbalance is formed due to uniform functioning of the basal ganglia as analyzer of the signal stimulus; simultaneously the utilization of afferentation elicited by the movement is limited. A variant is revealed of intercentral relations corresponding to bradykinesia development. Under chronic administration of L-DOPA, interrelations of sensory and motor regimes become competitive; basal ganglia are provided with nontypical kinds of afferentations. Intercentral relations variant is examined corresponding to development of psycho-motor excitation. The results are discussed in connection with pathogenic and compensatory mechanisms of some symptoms of parkinsonism and schizophrenia.